English







Class text: Macbeth
Writing a discussion text
Writing a playscript
Writing a narrative
Grammar and punctuation review for UKS2: focus
on range of sentence types
Spelling patterns

RE: Christianity - What does it mean if God is
holy and loving?




Mathematics













Compare and give reasons for variations in how
components function
Use recognised symbols when representing a
simple circuit in a diagram
Explore parallel circuits
Key investigation: devising and answering
research questions about resistance

History and Geography: The Americas






Foxton School

Place value to millions and beyond
Written calculation methods (+ - x ÷)
Factors, multiples, primes
Multiplication and division facts
Fractions
Mental maths strategies
Problem solving and reasoning

Science: Electricity

Continents, Countries and Cities
Identify the position and significance of latitude,
longitude, Equator and other key
Weather and Climate Features of North America
Human Geography of South
Trade and Industry of South America

Identify some different types of biblical texts,
using technical terms accurately.
Explain connections between biblical texts and
Christian ideas of God, using theological terms.
Show how Christians put beliefs into practice.

Class 4 Curriculum
Autumn Term 2019-2020

Music














Netball: key skills in stages
Netball: tournament preparation
Football: key skills in stages
Football: preparation for tournament and league

Art and Design Technology






Colour mixing: primary and secondary colours
Using contrasting colours
Focus on artist: Patrick Caulfield
Painting in the style of Caulfield
Exploring art from the cultures of the Americas

Spanish
History of music and musical instruments
Medieval music (compose using the G & D drone)
Baroque
Classical period
Focus on composer: Johann Sebastian Bach

Computing and ICT



PE

Block coding using espresso and Swift
Learning to use variables, e.g. to keep scores in
simple games
Link to maths by converting units of measure
using appropriate code
Learn about staying safe online







Revision
Days of the week
Months of the year
Dates
Numbers

PSHE




Rules that help us get along
Belonging
Being part of a community

